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Abstract: The current work investigates the possibility of fabricating additive manufacturing products
in solid-state form, from AA2011-T6 of 40 mm diameter rods as a feedstock, using an additive friction
stir deposition (A-FSD) technique. The use of large diameter feedstocks, especially high-strength
aluminum alloys (2XXX series), is a challenge, as it necessitates high power and the critical selection
of the optimal A-FSD parameters, such as feed rate and spindle rotation speed. The study included
applying a wide range of spindle rotation speeds, ranging from 400 to 1200 rpm, at three levels of
feeding rates of 1, 3, and 5 mm/min. The AA2011-T6 friction stir deposited parts (FSDPs) were
visually evaluated. This was followed by an examination of macrostructures through the thickness of
the fabricated specimens. The characterization of microstructures was also carried out using optical
microscopy and a scanning electron microscope equipped with advanced EDS analysis. Furthermore,
the mechanical properties in terms of hardness and compressive strength of the AA2011-T6 base
material (BM) and deposited materials were evaluated. Sound, additively manufactured products
were successfully fabricated from 40 mm diameter AA2011-T6 feedstocks using the suggested
deposition variables of 600 and 800 rpm spindle speeds and feeding rates of 1, 3, and 5 mm/min. The
results indicated that the spindle speed and feeding rate govern the quality of the FSDPs. Furthermore,
the axial load during the A-FSD process increased with increasing these parameters. In comparison to
the AA2011-T6 BM, the additively deposited materials showed a refined grain structure and uniform
dispersion of the fragment precipitates in their continuous multi-layers. The reduction ratio in grain
size attains 71.56%, 76%, and 81.31% for the FSDPs processed at 800 rpm spindle speed and feeding
rates of 1, 3 and 5 mm/min, respectively, compared to the grain size of BM. The Al2Cu and Al7Cu2Fe
intermetallics are detected in the AA2011-T6 BM, and their deposited parts are in different shapes of
spherical, almost spherical, irregular, and rod-like shapes. The compressive strength and hardness of
the deposited parts increased with increasing spindle speed and feeding speeds. At a spindle speed
of 800 rpm and a 5 mm/min feeding rate, the higher hardness and compressive strength gained were
85% and 93%, respectively, from that of the AA2011-T6 feedstock.

Keywords: additive friction stir deposition; solid-state additive manufacturing; AA2011-T6 aluminum
alloy; spindle rotation speed; feed rate; microstructure; mechanical properties
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1. Introduction

As metal product manufacturing costs have increased, sustainable manufacturing
techniques for producing complex shapes with high strength-to-weight ratios, that produce
limited waste, have emerged [1,2]. In recent years, additive manufacturing (AM) techniques
have been established in many areas using 3D printing parts fabricated from metals and
alloys [3,4] and other materials [5–7] built up in layers until they have reached their finished
part shape.

AM technology has been cutting-edge for the past 30 years [8–11]. There are numer-
ous techniques for additive manufacturing. Firstly, fusion-based additive manufacturing
(F-BAM) [12–15] necessitates the application of a concentrated, high-energy source to a
wire [16,17]. These techniques generate large heat gradients, which pose many issues for al-
loys that are generally difficult or unwieldy to work with, such as aluminum or magnesium
alloys. With commercially accessible materials, these fusion methods impose technical
limitations in creating as-deposited defect-free aluminum components [12,18]. Secondly,
solid-state additive manufacturing based on friction stir technology principles [19,20],
known as friction stir additive manufacturing (FSAM), can produce high-quality, layer-by-
layer material products [21,22]. It demonstrates increased production speed, mechanical
properties, and reduced material and energy waste compared to the F-BAM methods [19].

The FSAM process aims to produce a higher-quality product with superior dimen-
sional accuracy and material properties [23]. The primary benefit of the FSAM process
is that it eliminates all melting and solidification issues. The FSAM is divided into many
processes: additive friction stir surfacing (AFSS) [24]; friction stir welding additive manu-
facturing (FSW-AM) [25]; and additive friction stir deposition (A-FSD) [26,27]. The A-FSD
process is a thermomechanical process based on friction stirring (FS) principles similar to
friction stir welding (FSW) [28–30] and friction stir processing (FSP) [31–34] techniques.

The mechanism of A-FSD consists of a rotating consumable feedstock and a fixed
substrate plate. This feedstock rod, while rotating, approaches the fixed plate at a specific
feeding speed that generates frictional heat between the rotating feedstock rod and the fixed
plate at the contact surface. The generated frictional heat softens and plastically deforms
the feedstock rod material, depositing it on the substrate. The deposited part is built layer
by layer to produce the desired height [35,36]. In recent years, there has been an increase
in demand for applying the A-FSD technology in various applications, such as designing
stringer configurations and fabricating stiffeners for the aerospace sector, pressure vessels,
and other structural systems [1,37].

Dilip et al. [38] used the A-FSD process to build friction stir deposited parts (FSDPs)
utilizing 20 mm diameter rods of AA2014-T6. Samples were constructed layer-by-layer,
with well-bonded layers, fine grains, and refined second-phase particles.

Galvis et al. [39] used the A-FSD process, with AA6351-T6 alloy consumable feed-rods
of 19 mm in diameter, and reported that the microstructure of the deposited material
revealed a fine-grain structure, and the hardness values of the deposited layers showed a
reduction in hardness of 25.4% compared to the initial material.

Elfishawy et al. [26] produced FSDPs using the A-FSD process through the use of Al-Si
consumable feedstock rods of 20 mm diameter against the AA5083 substrate plate, using
different feeding speeds of 3, 4, and 5 mm/min at a constant spindle speed of 1200 rpm.
They reported that the microstructure characteristics included dynamically recrystallized,
ultra-fine grains with very fine, well-distributed precipitates. However, the hardness
decreased when compared to the base material.

Alzahrani et al. [40] studied the possibility of the continuous multi-layer deposition of
as-cast A356 aluminum alloy via the A-FSD. Their results showed the production of FSDPs
with a sound structure and refined grain morphology compared to the as-cast material.
The FSDPs showed higher hardness than the as-cast alloy.

Ahmed et al. [41] studied the effect of A-FSD feeding speeds, and two temper condi-
tions of starting material on the FSDPs produced using AA2011 consumable feedstock rods
against an AA5083 substrate plate. The microstructures of the produced FSDPs attained
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equiaxed refined grains compared to the coarse grain of the AA2011 initial rod material.
And the Al2Cu and Al7Cu2Fe intermetallics were detected in the AA2011 alloy and the
hardness increased when the AA2011 in the O temper condition was used.

Dilip et al. [42] produced a 20 mm diameter with a 50 mm height of FSDPs with more
than 30 layers by A-FSD using AISI 304 austenitic stainless-steel consumable feedstock rod
against a mild-steel substrate plate. The produced FSDPs showed dynamic recrystallization
with a fine-grained structure compared to the initial rod material and good metallurgical
bonding between the deposited layers.

Based on the available literature data in the field of additive manufacturing based
on solid state friction stir deposition, the current work is seen as the first attempt to fill a
gap in the literature about how to quantify the integrated process-microstructure-property
linkages of the one-step continuous multilayer-deposited materials of the AA2011-T6 con-
sumable feedstock rod above 20 mm diameter on the AA6082 substrate using the A-FSD
method. Thus, this work aims to utilize and optimize the A-FSD process variables to
produce FSDPs via a consumable feedstock rod of 40 mm diameter. This large diameter
(40 mm) is a serious challenge; it needs high power and the critical selection of optimum
conditions, such as the feed rate and machine spindle speed, while controlling the axial
downward force. Thus, this investigation applied the A-FSD using three levels of feeding
speeds of 1, 3, and 5 mm/min, associated with a wide range of spindle speeds, ranging from
400 to 1200 rpm, to optimize the process parameters. In addition, the axial load during the
A-FSD process was recorded to study the resistance of the large diameter consumable feed-
stock AA2011-T6 rod material during the deposition process. The produced materials were
visually and microscopically evaluated. The microstructure features and the formed inter-
metallics were analyzed via an optical microscope (OM) and scanning electron microscope
(SEM), respectively. Furthermore, the mechanical properties, in terms of hardness and
compressive strength, were examined and discussed in light of the obtained microstructure.

2. Materials and Methods

The A-FSD experiments were conducted on the FSW/FSP machine (Model: EG-FSW-
M1, Suez University, Suez, Egypt) [43] using aluminum alloy AA2011-T6 as consumable
feedstock rods, having 40 mm diameter and 160 mm length, with an effective length of
110 mm. Meanwhile, AA6082 aluminum alloy sheets, with dimensions of 8 mm thickness,
14 mm width, and 20 mm length, were used as substrate plates. Figure 1: A flowchart
summarizes the materials and methodology of the current study.

The chemical composition of the AA2011-T6 rod and AA6082 substrate materials was
carried out using Foundry-Master pro (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) and listed
in Table 1.

Before starting the A-FSD process, the AA2011-T6 consumable rod was fixed in the
machine shank, and the AA6082 plate was fixed on the machine table (Figure 2a). Once the
process began, the consumable rod tip was moved down to meet the substrate surface. After
that, the consumable rod was rotated at different rotational speeds (400, 600, 800, 1000, and
1200 rpm) under varying feed rates (1, 3, and 5 mm/min). For all the deposited products,
the rotating direction of spindle speed was clockwise, and the direction of feeding rate
was in the vertical direction (YD), as illustrated in Figure 2b. The rotating rod plasticizes
during the rubbing process because of the heat generated from the stirring action between
the rotating rod and substrate plate. This supports the rod’s softening, which aids in the
material’s deposition from the rod to the substrate, resulting in the formation of the first
deposited layer. As the process continued, additional layers were deposited to produce
friction stir deposited parts (FSDPS), as shown in Figure 2c,d. For different evaluation tests,
the produced FSDPs were cut vertically by a wire cut machine (DK77 High-Speed EDM
wire cutting machine, Jiangsu, China) in the deposit direction (YD), and the longitudinal
sections are shown in Figure 3a,b. After that, the extracted samples from the FSDPs were
machined to correspond with the applied ASTM standards, as listed in Table 2.
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Figure 1. A flowchart summarizes the experimental procedure.

Table 1. Nominal composition of the AA2011-T6 and AA6082-T6 base materials (wt.%).

AA2011-T6

Elements Cu Si Fe Ti Bi Zn Pb Ni Al
wt.% 5.12 0.39 0.70 0.31 0.22 0.24 0.20 0.04 Bal.

AA6082-T6

Element Mg Mn Cu Zn Bi Si Fe Ni Al
wt.% 0.83 0.57 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.84 0.26 0.01 Bal.

The test specimens were prepared according to the standard ASTM E92 metallographic
grinding procedures and mechanical polishing for macrostructure and microstructure
evaluation. And the test specimens were etched with Keller’s regent solution (3 mL
hydrofluoric acid, 6 mL nitric acid, and 90 mL distilled water) for 1 min and dried with
forced air after washing with distilled water. The optical microscopic investigation and
grain size analysis were conducted using an optical microscope (Olympus, model BX41M-
LED, Tokyo, Japan). The SEM microstructure and EDS analysis for the AA2011 initial
material and their FSDPs were carried out using the QUANTA FEG 250 (FEI Company,
Hillsboro, OR, USA).

Hardness tests were conducted on the AA2011-T6 BM, and the produced FSDPs
using a Vickers hardness machine (HWDV-75, TTS Unlimited, Osaka, Japan) carrying a
200 gm for 15 s dwell time, according to the ASTM E92. The test specimens for hardness
measurement were taken from the surface parallel to the deposition direction (YD) and
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at least 122 readings (11 lines in YD and 11 lines in XD) were taken on each specimen, as
shown in Figure 4.
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The compression test was also performed to evaluate the strength of the FSDPs using
cylindrical samples prepared according to ASTM E9, and the compression force was applied
parallel to the YD. The cross-section area of each specimen was 78.54 mm2. The test was
conducted on a universal testing machine (Instron 4208, 30-ton capacity, Norwood, MA,
USA) at room temperature with an applied crosshead speed of 0.05 mm/s.
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Table 2. Dimensions of the machined specimens for different tests.

No. Specimen Dimensions (mm) Test

1 ∅10 × 15 Compression
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3 10 × 10 × 5 SEM investigation

4 25 × 10 × 32 Hardness and macrostructure
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3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Process Observations and Optimization

The main objective of this work was to examine the feasibility of friction stir deposition
using a large diameter feedstock of 40 mm diameter at a wide range of rotation rates and
feeding speeds. Initially, the A-FSD process was conducted at low (400 rpm) and high
(1000 and 1200 rpm) rotation rates at a low feeding speed of 1 mm/min. The images
of the FSDPs and their remaining feedstock rods after the A-FSD, at a constant feeding
speed of 1 mm/min and different rotation rates of 1200, 1000, and 400 rpm, are presented
in Figure 5a–c. It can be observed that the FSDPs are not regular in shape at 1200 rpm
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(Figure 5a), 1000 rpm (Figure 5b), and 400 rpm (Figure 5c) using the low feeding speed of
1 mm/min. This can be attributed to the excessive heat generated at the high rotation rates
(1200 and 1000 rpm), resulting in a softened material state that does not allow continuous
and regular material deposition. While the low rotation rate (400 rpm) can be attributed
to the insufficient heat input that does not allow full consolidation between layers due to
high resistance upon deposition. Based on the obtained FSDPs morphologies and surface
appearance, it can be concluded that the very high and very low rotation rates are not
suitable for manufacturing sound and regular FSDP from the AA2011-T6 feedstock of
40 mm diameter.
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Figure 6 shows the photo-images of the AA2011 FSDPs and their remaining feedstock
rods after the A-FSD using a constant rotation rate of 600 rpm and different feeding speeds
of 1 mm/min (Figure 6a,b), 3 mm/min (Figure 6c,d), and 5 mm/min (Figure 6e,f). It can
be observed that the FSDPs are regular in shape and continuously formed to the required
height. There is a noticeable increase in the height of the fabricated parts by increasing the
feeding speed, which increased from 25 mm to 31 mm. Also, another important feature
can be noted in the remaining feedstock rods, where quite a large and flat cup is formed at
the feeding speed of 1 mm/min. This cup gets smaller and circular in shape as the feeding
speed increases to 3 and 5 mm/min. It should be mentioned that this cup formation reflects
the inhomogeneous deposition of the material as the cup affects the shape of the deposited
part and makes it look like a dome in shape. This cup feature in the feedstock might be
formed due to the heat treatment condition (T6) of the rod material and the effect of surface
air cooling during the process that affect the temperature gradient from the inside to the
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outside of the feedstock rod. The surface cooling can make the outer surface more cold than
the inside of the rod, and this makes it resist the deposition and remain as a surface flash
surrounding the deposited part, which is deformed and shaped according to the feeding
speed into a more flat or circular cup. This cup feature affects the surface morphology and
probably the microstructure of the deposited material due to its friction with the deposited
part during the A-FSD process, which produces a rougher surface and might affect the
dissolution or coarsening of the second-phase precipitates.
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Figure 7 shows the photo-images of the AA2011 FSDPs and their remaining feedstock
rods after the A-FSD using a constant rotation rate of 800 rpm and different feeding speeds
of 1 mm/min (Figure 7a,b), 3 mm/min (Figure 7c,d), and 5 mm/min (Figure 7e,f). It can
be observed that the FSDPs are more regular in morphology with homogenous diameter
through the whole thickness. The cup feature observed in the remaining feedstock rods
looks similar at the low and high feeding speeds with a two-step circular cup, and some
cracks can be noted at the high feeding speed.
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3.2. Friction Stir Deposition Load

Many parameters control the material deposition behavior in the A-FSD process [43,44].
The most important of these is the axial load. However, few studies have been carried
out to study and predict the load during the FSW or FSP process, which can be used to
optimize the load during the friction stir deposition process [45,46]. The axial load recorded
by the FSW/FSP machine during the A-FSD process is recorded and can be utilized as
an indicator for the resistance of the consumable feedstock rod material to deposit on the
substrate plate.

Figure 8 presents the recorded load values during the A-FSD of AA2011-T6 at feed
rates of 1 and 5 mm/min and a spindle speed of 600 rpm. The different regions of load
curves obtained during the A-FSD process are consumable feed-rod (AA2011-T6) friction
onset, material plasticizing, deposition process, and process end. In the first region, friction
onset occurred, when the AA2011-T6 rotating consumable feed rod touched the surface of
the AA6082-T6 substrate plate, the recorded load abruptly increased due to mutual friction
between the rotating rod and the fixed substrate to accomplish friction onset. In the second
region, the material plasticizing region, the recorded load sharply increased to reach its
maximum value for all the applied parameters. The continuous feeding rate and stirring
action between the rod and the substrate generated sufficient frictional heat to plasticize
the rod material and produce the first deposition layer on the AA6082-T6 substrate. In the
third region, the deposition process builds FSDPs in continuous multi-layers from down to
up with nearly stable load values. The resistance of the materials to deposit depends on
the rod material type and the applied process parameters. In the last region the deposition
load decreases sharply at the end of the process because the rotating rod leaves upward
after finishing the deposition process. Figure 8 shows that the A-FSD time to produce
AA2011-T6 FSDPs increases with a decrease in the feed rate from 5 to 1 mm/min.
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The average axial load values during the deposition process stage were measured for
the spindle speeds of 600 and 800 rpm as a function of feeding speeds of 1, 3, and 5 mm/min
(Figure 9). As the feeding speed increases, the average axial load values increase for the
two applied spindle speeds of 600 and 800 rpm. And, with decreasing the spindle speed,
the heat input decreases. Thus, the load values increase due to the difficulty of material
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flow [47,48]. Moreover, the material flow with a high spindle speed of 800 rpm and a high
5 mm/min feed rate becomes easier during the FSD process than with applying other
parameters. On the other hand, the other parameter conditions provide more resistance to
material flow at the lower spindle speeds (600 rpm) and feeding speed (1 mm/min) due to
the colder material.
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3.3. Macrostructure and Microstructure Investigations

To understand the A-FSD process, the consumable rod material is under the influence
of an applied pressure force and friction at the same time with the substrate plate, which
generates an amount of heat input. When adjusting the procedure to conditions that are
perfectly suitable for attaining the softening stage of the rod material, a metallurgical
bond will arise between the rod and the substrate, and then the layers will successively
deposit from bottom to top to create continuous multi-layers, forming a build. The process
parameters associated with friction surfacing are the feeding rate, rod rotation speed, axial
pressure force, and rod diameter. The macrostructure of the AA2011-T6 FSDPs produced
at the two rotational speeds of 600 and 800 rpm and various feeding speeds of 1, 3, and
5 mm/min are shown in Figure 10. It can be noted that the macrostructure of the AA2011-
T6 FSDPs shows a solid continuous structure without any bonding discontinuities at the
interfaces between the deposited layers. In addition, the visual inspection of the deposited
layers revealed almost no accumulated flash.

Figure 10g illustrates the effect of spindle speeds (600 and 800 rpm) and feeding speeds
(1, 2, and 3 mm/min) on the height of the AA2011-T6 FSDPs fabricated using the applied A-
FSD technique. It was found that the height of the FSDPs increases with increasing feeding
speeds from 1 mm/min to 5 mm/min for both the applied spindle speeds (the rotating
speed of the consumable rod). The plasticity of AA2011-T6 during the A-FSD process is
controlled by the generated heat input in the stirring area throughout the manufacturing
process. The A-FSD heat input during the deposition process is directly related to the
feeding speed and the spindle speed of the consumable feed rod.
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The Figure 11 illustrates the microstructure of the AA2011-T6 initial rod material
(Figure 11a) and its related grain size histogram (Figure 11b). The grain size analysis shows
that the grain size ranges from 8.62 µm to 25.32 µm, with an average value of 13.75 µm.
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Friction-based processes (FSW, FSP, and A-FSD) contribute to increasing the tempera-
ture of the processed material in the stirring zone to temperatures that may reach, under the
control of the processing parameters, between 60% and 80% of the material’s melting point,
which is high enough for recrystallization during the intensive plastic deformation [49–51].
The optical microscopy investigation was carried out on long transverse cross-sections of
the FSDPs.

Figures 12 and 13 represent the microstructures and grain size analysis of the AA2011-
T6 FSDPs produced using 600 and 800 rpm spindle speeds at different feeding speeds of
1, 3, and 5 mm/min. It can be remarked that the AA2011-T6 coarse grain structure and
precipitates of the initial consumable feed rod (Figure 11a) are refined with the applied
A-FSD parameters. The A-FSD process produced significant grain refining with average
grain sizes of 6.00, 4.86, and 3,45 µm at feeding speeds of 1, 3, and 5 mm/min, respectively,
at a spindle speed of 600 rpm/min. The reduction percentage in grain size of was 56.36%,
64.65%, and 74.90%, respectively, compared to the grain size of the AA2011-T6 BM, as
shown in Figure 12. In Figure 13, the average measured grain sizes of AA2011-T6 FSDPs,
produced at a spindle speed of 800, were 3.91, 3.30, and 2.57 µm at feeding speeds of 1, 3,
and 5 mm/min, respectively. For the deposited materials, it can be said that the A-FSD
reduced the grain size to 71.56%, 76%, and 81.31% of the BM at feeding speeds of 1, 3, and
5 mm/min, respectively. Similar results of fine grains and refined precipitates are noted by
Dilip et al. [38] for the multi-layered A-FSD of the Al-Cu-Mg-Si alloy system. Consequently,
the deposited materials undergo continuous dynamic recrystallization and develop fine
equiaxed grains and refined second-phase particles [52]. Furthermore, Gandra et al. [53]
noted a marked reduction in the grain size and intermetallics after the A-FSD surfacing
processing of AA2014 alloy material. A homogenous fine equiaxed grain structure has
been detected at all the applied conditions due to the dynamic recrystallization during the
additive-manufacturing-based friction techniques [54].

SEM equipped with an EDS analysis technique was applied to investigate the presence
of possible intermetallics in the AA2011-T6 initial rod materials and the yielded FSDPs.
Table 3 summarizes the detected intermetallics and their morphology for the AA211-T6
consumable rod material and the FSDPs produced at a spindle speed of 800 rpm with
applying feeding speeds of 1 and 5 mm/min. According to the SEM-EDS analysis of the
used AA2011 alloy, only two intermetallics of Al2Cu and Al7Cu2Fe were detected [43,55].
The Al2Cu intermetallic is found in three shapes—spherical (S), almost spherical (A–S), and
irregular (I)—in the AA2011-T6 BM and in their FSDPs, while the Al7Cu2Fe intermetallic
was detected in a rod-like (R) shape, as given in Table 3 and shown in Figure 14a–f.
The nominal compositions of the two intermetallics of Al2Cu (Spot 1 in Figure 14b,c,f)
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and Al7Cu2Fe (Spot 2 in Figure 14b,d,f) are represented in Figure 14g,h, respectively.
Moreover, it can be noted that these intermetallics in the AA2011-T6 BM (Figure 14a,b) were
fragmented and redispersed in the AA2011-T6 FSDPs (Figure 14c–f). This fragmentation of
the intermetallics is due to the stirring action during the A-FSD of AA2011-T6 to produce
FSDPs; these phenomena are remarked upon and reported in other works [43]. Also, the
pullout of the intermetallics in the AA2011-T6 FSDPs after the A-FSD process is observed
in a few locations as a result of the grinding process for SEM examination, as shown in
Figure 14e–f. The pullout phenomenon is likely due to the weak interface bond between
the intermetallics and the aluminum matrix after A-FSD [43].
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Table 3. Chemical composition and morphology of the possible intermetallic phases detected in the
FSDPs after the A-FSD process.

No Intermetallics Morphology Abbreviation Chemical Composition (wt.%)

1 Al2Cu
Spherical S 64.55% Al and 35,45 % Cu

(Figure 14h)Almost spherical A–S
Irregular I

2 Al7Cu2Fe Rod-like R 62.79% Al, 34.19% Cu, and 3.01% Fe
(Figure 14g)
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Figure 14. Low- and high-magnification SEM images of (a,b) AA2011-T6 BM and the produced AA2011-
T6 FSDPs at 800 rpm spindle speed and feeding speeds of (c,d) 1 mm/min and (e,f) 5 mm/min. (g,h) are
the EDS analysis of spot 1 and spot 2, respectively.

3.4. Mechanical Properties

One of the most important indications of the microstructure change that occurs during
friction stir deposition is hardness. It is considered an indicator of a material’s mechanical
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properties, and its value is related to chemical composition, deformation processes, and heat
treatment programs. Thus, the hardness was measured on the longitudinal cross-sections
of all the built materials produced at different deposition conditions, and these values
were represented in contour maps to assess the extent of homogeneity of these materials in
terms of microstructure, which shows the direct impact on the measured hardness values.
Average hardness values were calculated for each production condition and compared to
the AA2011-T6 consumable rod. The colored hardness contour maps of Vickers hardness
measurements of the AA2011-T6 BM and the deposited materials that were processed at
spindle speeds of 600 and 800 rpm and different rod feeding rates of 1, 3, and 5 mm/min
are given in Figure 15. These hardness variations, through the cross-sections of the tested
samples, indicate the variations of the microstructure features (Figures 11–13) with applying
the material processing condition.
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It can be noted from Figure 15a that the initial AA2011-T6 has a wide range of hardness
measurements, from 106 to 130 HV, with an average hardness value of 117 HV. The high
hardness of the AA2011-T6 rod BM is attributed to the precipitation hardening effect [56,57].
The hardness of AA2011-T6 FSDPs, produced at a spindle speed of 600 rpm with applying
feeding rates of 1, 3, and 5 mm/min (Figure 15b–d), ranged from 68 to 81, from 78 to 93,
and from 84 to 95 HV, respectively. At the same time, the deposited materials at 800 rpm
spindle speed follow the same trend in hardness values. As given in Figure 15e–g, a narrow
range of hardness measurements is given from 74 to 88, from 78 to 89, and from 87 to 94 HV
for the FSDPs produced at feeding rates of 1, 3, and 5 mm/min, respectively, with a spindle
speed of 800 rpm. It can be said that, after the FSD process of AA2011-T6, the FSDPs exhibit
a more homogenous hardness distribution at the different deposition conditions compared
to the initial rod material, indicating an isotropy structure.
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The average hardness value was plotted against the consumable feed rate of AA2011-
T6 rod material at the two applied rotating speeds of 600 and 800 rpm/min, Figure 16. It
can be remarked that, as the feeding rate increases from 1 to 5 mm/min, the hardness value
of the FSDPs increases from 80 to 91 HV for the deposited layers at a rotating speed of
800 rpm. The hardness at the lower rotating rod speed of 600 rpm increased the hardness
from 72 to 88 HV with raising the consumable feeding rate from 1 to 5 mm/min. Numerous
studies [41] have proven that high-strength aluminum alloys of type T6 in the stirred zones,
when exposed to friction stir welding or processing, as well as when layered deposition
occurs via a solid state stir action (A-FSD), the influence of T6 treatment will be lost in
the compensation of forming small grain sizes compared to the parent material, but this
decrease in the size of the grain does not contribute to a significant enhancement in hardness
as the precipitation hardening For the net measured hardness values for the FSDPs, the most
affected factor is the role of precipitation in terms of morphology, dissolution, dispersion,
or growth. The deposition conditions of 800 rpm and 5 mm/min attain 85% of the hardness
of the AA2011-T6 rod material.
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Figure 16. The average hardness of the AA2011-deposited materials as a function of feeding rate (1,
3, and 5 mm/min) at 600 and 800 rpm spindle speed.

The compression test determines how the materials behave under compressive loads.
Figure 17a plotted the compression stress–strain curves, and Figure 17b the compressive
strength at 35% strain of the AA2011-T6 FSDPs, deposited at the two rotation speeds
of 600 and 800 rpm and feeding rates of 1, 3, and 5 mm/min. It can be seen that all
the deposited materials deformed up to 35% strain without any failure. In addition, the
compressive strength of the specimen deposited at 800 rpm and 5 feeding rates showed the
highest compressive strength behavior during the compression test, whereas the specimen
process at the deposition condition of 600 rpm and 1 mm/min gave the lowest compressive
strength values (Figure 17a). These results agree well with the hardness results. At 35%
strain, the compressive strength of the tested materials increases with increasing deposition
rates from 1 to 5 mm/min at the two applied consumable rod AA2011-T6 rotation speeds
of 600 and 800 rpm (Figure 17b). And the maximum compressive strength is obtained at the
spindle speed of 800 and 5 mm/min feed rate with 93% from the AA2011-T6 BM. Similar
findings were reported by El-Sayed Seleman et al. [43] for AA2011-T6/1.5 vol% Al2O3
rod composite materials deposited at deposition conditions of 800 rpm and 5 mm/min.
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The deposited layers attained a maximum compressive strength value of 95.5% of the
initial material.
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4. Conclusions

1. The suggested A-FSD process successfully fabricated sound, continuous, multi-layer
AA2011-T6 FSDPs using AA2011-T6 large diameter feedstocks of 40 mm without
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porosity, cavity defects, or interfacial discontinuities between the deposited layers, us-
ing spindle rotation speeds of 600 and 800 rpm at feeding rates of 1, 3, and 5 mm/min.

2. The height of the produced AA2011-T6 FSDPs increased with increasing spindle
rotation speed and feeding rate. The highest-deposited part of 32 mm was constructed
at the 800 rpm spindle speed and 5 mm/min feeding speed.

3. The axial load during the A-FSD of AA2011-T6 increased with increasing spindle
speed and feeding rates. The highest axial load of 805 Kgf was detected at the spindle
rotation speed of 600 rpm and feeding speed of 5 mm/min

4. The highest hardness and compressive strength values were attained for the deposited
part produced at 800 rpm and 5 mm/min, and achieved 85% and 93% of the hardness
and compressive strength of the AA2011-T6 initial material, respectively.
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